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rinawatinoor@yahoo.co.idABSTRACTThe Autism Treatment Center in Malang City applies structured teaching-learningmethods, namely the TEACCH approach (Treatment and Education of Autistic andRelated Communication Handicapped Children) with four essential components:physical structure, schedule, work system, and visual structure. The four componentsare interrelated with each other so that the goal of helping the development of autisticchildren can be achieved. The physical structure is the first step to encourage theinterest of autistic children. An excellent physical arrangement of space can minimizethe tantrum effect of autistic children. Thus, this paper aims to research the space forautistic children with the TEACCH approach. This study used behavioral mapping inthe form of person-centered mapping, place centered mapping, and physical trace thataims to determine the pattern of activity, furniture layout, and trace activities of autisticchildren during therapy activities. The results show the motion space mapping ofautistic children.Keywords: Anthropometry, autism, motion space, TEACCH

1. IntroductionThe growth of autistic children in Indonesia has increased. According to theDirectorate of Mental Health, Ministry of Health, Republic of Indonesia, as of 2010, thenumber of autistic children in Indonesia are about 112,000 children by ages of 5-19 yearsold. These numbers were derived from the prevalence of 1.68 per 1000 children under 15years old. Meanwhile, the number of children in Indonesia is 66 million (BPS, 2010).All children have the right to get an education, no exception the autistic children. Tosupport the development of autistic children, the government has provided AutismTreatment Centers, which established in several cities in Indonesia, including Malang City.The Autism Treatment Center in Malang has applied a structured teaching method, namelythe TEACCH approach, with four essential components: physical structure, schedule, worksystem, and visual structure. The four components are interrelated with each other so thatthe goal of helping the development of autistic children can be achieved. The physicalstructure is the first step to encourage the interest of autistic children. An excellentphysical arrangement of space can minimize the tantrum effect of autistic children. Thephysical structure relates to the motion space. The motion space is derived fromanthropometry of the autistic children, activity, and the number of users. The focus of theresearch is the Intervention Class as the primary class for autistic children who could notinteract, communicate, and adapt to their environment. Thus, much attention must be paidto support the development of autistic children. Therefore, the conformity of motion spacefor autistic children is required to create a comfortable and secure space for autisticchildren during therapy activity.The objective of the research was to study conformity of the motion space forautistic children in Intervention Class at the Autism Treatment Center in Malang City with
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the TEACCH approach by calculating the motion space through anthropometry of theautistic children and activities during the therapy. Some theoretical reviews which supportthis research are as follow.
1.1 Motion SpaceIn applying the structured teaching-learning method with the TEACCH approach,one of the most important components is a physical structure. It requires a classroom withapparent partition positioning, which is not confusing autistic children. Space withphysical arrangement will minimize the tantrum effect of autistic children. It requiresclassrooms with a specific width, which conforms to the motion space and anthropometryfor autistic children. There are two ways of measuring the human dimension. First is thestatic dimension, in which the subject is in static condition and good standard positionwhen they stand and sit, and second is the dynamic dimension, in which the subject is inmoving condition (Panero and Zelnik, 1979).
1.2 Characteristics of the Autistic ChildrenAccording to Handojo (2003), autistic children have over-selective characteristicsagainst stimulation, lack of motivation to explore the new environment, and self-stimulation response. Thus, they have difficulties in social integration and have differentresponses to reward, especially reward from self-stimulation. Besides, Sugiarmin (2005)suggested that characteristics of the autistic children include disorders in communication,social interaction, behavior, emotion, and sensory or sensory perception.
1.3 Personal Space of the Autistic ChildrenAutistic children have weaker social interactions and different personal space fromnormal children. They may have difficulties arranging space with other individuals duringsocial interaction (Gessaroli in Naumi, 2016). They also have difficulties interacting closelywith others, especially strangers. Thus, the personal space of autistic children is wider thannormal children. According to Naumi (2016), the personal space of autistic boys with theconfederate of males and females ranges 45-90 cm. The personal space of the autistic girlswith the confederate of males ranges 90 cm-2 m. While the personal space of the autisticgirls with the confederate of female ranges 90-120 cm. Naumi (2016) suggested thatcoloring together may shorten the personal space between autistic children and others.This method is intended to increase communication development when they interact withtheir surroundings.Personal space of normal human or proxemic distance, according to Hall (1966),referred to a study about the position and distance of the body. There are four variationsof spatial behavior or which so-called proxemic distance. Those four zones are intimatedistance, personal distance, social distance, and public distance.

Table 1. Proxemic Distance
Distance

Intimate Personal Social PublicClose Phase Far Phase Close Phase Far Phase Close Phase Far Phase Close Phase Far Phase0-15 cm 15-45 cm 45-75 cm 75-120 cm 120-210 cm 210-360 cm 360-750 cm >750 cm(Source: Hall, 1966)
1.4 Anthropometry of the Autistic ChildrenAnthropometry is derived from the Roman language 'anthropos', which meanshuman and 'metron' means measurement. Thus, anthropometry is a measurement of the
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human body (Bridger, 1995), a part of a study on the human body dimension (Pulat, 1997),or a study that relates to the physical character and dimension of the human body (Tayyariand Smith, 1997). Anthropometry is used as a basis to design so that conformity betweendesign and user can be achieved (Panero and Zelnik, 1979). Dimensional variability of thehuman body is affected by some factors, such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, profession,local environment. Design for children is different from design for adults. Thus, the agefactor must be concerned to make the users feel comfortable.The height of autistic children grows faster than normal children. The bone growthpattern of autistic children tends to grow faster in length or height (Chawarska et al., 2011).Autistic children tend to grow faster, shown by different sizes of head, height, and bodyweight compared with normal children. Therefore, the anthropometry of autistic childrenis indirectly different from the anthropometry of normal children. Empiric data ofanthropometry on autistic children has not been found yet (Naumi, 2016).There are few anthropometry data on normal babies and normal children by ages6-11 years old (Panero and Zelnik, 1979). Anthropometry data include body weight andheight, height in an upright sitting position, stretch of an elbow to elbow, stretch of thepelvis, the height of thigh, height of the knee, height of the hollow knee, space betweenbuttocks-hollow knee, and space between buttock-knee. The data is categorized by age,gender, and selection percentile.
1.5 Structured Teaching with TEACCH ApproachThe Learning Module of PLB Autism Bandung suggested that structured teaching isa learning method based on the TEACCH (Treatment and Education of Autistic andCommunication Handicapped Children) approach. In its implementation, TEACCH refersto the ability, interest, and needs of the children individually. However, the objective ofstructured learning is self-supporting (Indocare, 2010). The most important thing in theTEACCH program is structured teaching (Schopler in Nurina, 2015). There are fourimportant components in a structured teaching-learning method, namely physicalstructure, schedule, work system, and visual structure. The physical structure is the firststep to encourage the interest of autistic children. An excellent physical arrangement ofspace can minimize the tantrum effect of autistic children (Nurina, 2015). The schedulemust be comprehensible so that autistic children will not be confused. In the structuredteaching program with the TEACCH approach, autistic children were given PECS scheduleboards to help them shift from one activity to the other. Also, the work system must beunderstandable and specific to assist autistic children in completing their assignments ontheir own in self-supported and organized ways. Autistic children will recognize activities,which must be completed. Thus, they will be able to move to the directed end, from oneactivity to another. Visual structure applies picture media or photographs to facilitatecommunicating with autistic children. The applied media include stopping place forphotographs of the children, PECS (Picture Exchange Communications System), ALS(Aided Language Stimulation), among others. If those four components are fulfilled, theautistic children would not feel bored (Nurina, 2015). When the autistic children feelcomfortable, both therapy activity and learning will run effectively without any tantrum.
2. MethodThe research applied a descriptive qualitative method, which was conducted for amonth. Observation and problem-searching were conducted during the first and secondweeks, measuring and sketch making in the third week, and activity mapping in the fourthweek. And then, both primary and secondary data were collected. Primary data includesobservation, interview, and behavioral mapping (person-centered mapping, place
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centered mapping, and physical trace). Secondary data include works of literature fromjournals, books, and thesis. After that, it was followed by data analysis, which includesindividuals who conduct the activity, autistic children's activities, anthropometry of theautistic children, and motion space of the autistic children. Steps of the data analysis wereconducted in chronological order to obtain an appropriate measure of anthropometry forautistic children and space width that conforms to the motion space of the autistic children.
3. Result and DiscussionThe research object is the Autism Treatment Center (PLA) of Malang City on JalanRaya Tlogowaru, Kedungkandang District, Malang. The research examined nine indoorrooms, which were used for intervention class, namely Room 1 on 1, Room 1 on 2, GroupingRoom, Motoric Room on 1st floor, Motoric Room on 2nd floor, Self-Building Room,Playground on 1st floor, Playground on 2nd floor, and Snoezelen Room. The research tookthe intervention class as a sample of the research, which comprised Kelas Awan (CloudClass) and Kelas Pelangi (Rainbow Class). As the children ages range 5-11 years old, theaverage age for the intervention group was taken to determine the calculation ofanthropometry for autistic children. The equation to calculate the average age of thechildren is given below. average age = Number of ageNumber of studentsSample of ages was taken following the average age of the intervention group; theage of 8 years old was taken as a reference to calculate anthropometry of the autisticchildren. The behavioral mapping was used to find out the children's activities in eachroom, including person-centered mapping, place centered mapping, and physical trace.The result of mapping for each child are then overlaid to find out the children's behaviors.The rooms, which will be explained in detail on the analysis stage, are Room 1 on 1,Room 1 on 2, and Grouping Room (Table 2). Those three rooms represent the analysisstage for other rooms. The other six rooms showed the results as follows: Motoric Roomon 1st floor is 100%, Motoric Room on 2nd floor is 75%, Self-Building Room is 50%,playground on 1st floor is 25%, playground on 2nd floor is 25%, and Snoezelen Room is75%.

Table 2. Analysis on Activities of the Autistic Children

No Method Figure Activity
Normative Less Normative

Room 1 on 11. ActivityOverlay 1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. Walking toward the childrenseat3. Doing activities that conform tothe learning program (makingtassels, puzzle, tie the colors,reading, writing)4. After attending learningactivity, the children will tidyup their seats and tables5. Taking pictures at the stoppingplace for the photograph of thechildren, and then move to thenext classroom

1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. The children approach themedia rack because they areeasily distracted to object,which attracts their attention.3. Walking toward the childrenseat4. Doing activities that conform tothe learning program (makingtassels, puzzle, tie the colors,reading, writing)5. The children will tidy up theirseats and tables6. Taking pictures at the stoppingplace for the photograph of thechildren, and then move to thenext classroom
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In activities overlay above, few children perform different activities.Percentage of children who perform less normative activities is 100%
Room 1 on 22. ActivityOverlay 1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. Walking toward their seats3. Doing activities that conform tothe learning program (makingtassels, puzzle, tie the colors,reading, writing)4. After attending learningactivity, the children will tidyup their seats and tables5. Taking pictures at the stoppingplace for the photograph of thechildren, and then move to thenext classroom

1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. The children approach themedia rack because they areeasily distracted to object,which attracts their attention3. Walking toward their seats4. Doing activities that conform tothe learning program (makingtassels, puzzle, tie the colors,reading, writing)5. After attending learningactivity, the children will tidyup their seats and tables6. Taking pictures at the stoppingplace for photographs of thechildren, and then move to thenext classroomIn overlay activities above, few children perform different activities.Percentage of children who perform less normative activities is 50%
Grouping Room3. ActivityOverlay 1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. Walking toward singing andtelling story area3. The children sit andaccompanied by theirtherapist4. Taking off the roll whilesinging on their seats5. The children stand up andsing a song6. Back to their seats and waittheir turn to sing7. Listen to the therapist's story8. Go to the setting of the craftroom9. The children sit on their seatsnext to their therapist10. Making craft (attaching,coloring, punching)11. Tidy up tools and materials12. Go to the archive folder tokeep the craft13. Go to the setting of theplayground14. The children play with theprovided media15. Taking pictures at thestopping place for thephotograph of the children,and then move to the nextclassroom

1. Attaching photograph on thestopping place for thephotograph of the children2. Walking toward singing andtelling story area3. The children run around anddo not walk to their seats4. The children sit andaccompanied by theirtherapist5. Taking off the roll whilesinging on their seats6. The children stand up andsing a song7. Back to their seats and waittheir turn to sing8. Listen to the therapist's story9. Go to the setting of the craftroom10. The children sit on their seatsnext to their therapist11. Making craft (attaching,coloring, punching)12. Tidy up tools and materials13. Go to the archive folder tokeep the craft14. Go to the setting of theplayground15. The children play with theprovided media16. Taking pictures at thestopping place for thephotograph of the children,and then move to the nextclassroomIn activities overlay above, few children perform different activities.Percentage of children who perform less normative activities is 75%
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Based on the analysis of the autistic children's activities above, it indicated activitiesin each room, which were performed by the autistic children of the intervention group.Thus, such activities could be used to count the motion space of autistic children. Themotion space of autistic children was obtained from observation on the position of thebasic motion. The position of basic motion is divided into static motion (non-locomotors)and dynamic motion (locomotors). The measurement of anthropometry on autisticchildren is different from normal children. Thus the measurement should be takenfollowing the observation on the location of the research. According to the book ofDimension of Human and Interior Space, the average height of normal children, eight yearsold, without any autistic disorders is about 129.6 cm. Based on the previous research, theautistic children grow faster than normal children. Thus, autistic children are taller thannormal children. Based on the observation and measurement results, the average height ofautistic children, eight years old, is 130 cm.The table of anthropometry analysis on autistic children presents the width ofmotion space for autistic children, derived from static and dynamic motions duringtherapy activity. Space width is calculated from the anthropometry of the autistic children,activity, and number of persons in each room. In calculating the space width, there are fourzones: personal space, safe zone, activity zone, and circulation zone.Personal space is the zone with a specific distance/space with others that makesautistic children feel comfortable. Following the previous research, the personal space ofthe autistic boys with the confederate of males and females ranges 45-90 cm. The personalspace of the autistic girls with the confederate of males ranges 90 cm- 2 m. While thepersonal space of the autistic girls with the confederate of female ranges 90-120 cm. Thus,the research results showed numbers as follows: 45 cm, 90 cm, 120 cm, and 2 m. However,45 cm is the shortest personal space of the autistic children during therapy activity. Thedistance is used to calculate the motion space of autistic children to shorten the personalspace of the autistic children with others.The activity zone is the zone where the autistic children perform their activitiesduring therapy activity. Circulation zone is an area for their movement during the activity.The children's body frontage width is 26 cm, and the body frontage width of the adult is 35cm. Thus, the wider space or distance, 35 cm, is used as a circulation zone because it couldcover the small measure.The safe zone is 10 cm to give space for the autistic children to avoid hitting the wallin the therapy room. Each room is intended to provide a place for a different activity. Thus,the space width is determined by the wider motion space of activities in each room. Motionspace with the highest activities may give shelter the motion space of the least activities.
Table 3. Analysis of the Motion Space of Autistic Children

Room 1 on 11.

Attaching photographs on the stopping place for the photograph of the children and learning 1 on 1. Therequired motion space calculation is the wider motion space, which could provide a place for the small one: 39
m2
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Room 1 on 22.

Attaching photographs on the stopping place for the photograph of the children and learning 1 on 2. Thecalculation for the required motion space is the wider motion space, which could provide a place for the smallone: 52 m2
Grouping Room3.

Attaching photograph on the stopping place for photographs of the children, taking of the roll while singing ontheir seats, they stand up and sing a song, listen to the therapist's story, make a craft (attaching, coloring,punching), play freely, go to the archive folder to keep the craft. The calculation for the required motion spaceare as follow:1. Attaching photograph on the stopping place for photographs of the children 9 m22. Therapy in the singing and telling story area:
 Taking off the roll while singing on their seats 18.85 m2
 They stand up and sing a song 18.85 m2
 Listen to the therapist's story 18.85  m23. Therapy at the craft area: Make a craft (attaching, coloring, punching) 29.7 m24. Therapy at the playground: Play freely 14.4 m25. Archive folder to keep the craft 12.42 m2Areas for singing and telling stories have the same width of motion space. Thus, the calculation for the width ofthe motion space in Grouping Room is 84.37 m2The other six rooms showed the results as follows: Motoric Room (1st floor) is50.47 m2, Motoric Room (2nd floor) is 46.43 m2, Self-Building Room is 37.94 m2,playground (1st floor) is 31.79 m2, playground (2nd floor) is 22.88 m2, and SnoezelenRoom is 41.12 m2.
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Based on the analysis of the motion space above, it shows the space width isfollowing the kinds of activity and motion space of the autistic children. Thus, it cancompare the space width, which conforms to the motion space of autistic children with theexisting space width in the Autism Treatment Center in Malang City. Table of space widthcomparison based on the need for motion space for the children and the existing spacewidth.
Table 4. Comparison of the Space Width

Notes: * have not fulfilled the need of motion spaceBased on Table 4, it can be concluded that out of 9 existing rooms in the AutismTreatment Center in Malang, eight rooms are smaller than the space width, following thecalculation of the motion space. Furthermore, the restroom is larger than the space width,following the calculation of the motion space. Thus, it can be shown that those eightexisting rooms have not conformed to the calculation of the motion space of the autisticchildren.
4. ConclusionThe research was conducted at the Autism Treatment Center in Malang that locateson Tlogowaru Highway, Kedungkandang District, Malang. There are nine indoors as thefocus of the research, namely Room 1 on 1, Room 1 on 2, Grouping Room, Motoric Room(1st floor), Motoric Room (2nd floor), Self-Building Room, Playground (1st floor),Playground (2nd floor), and Snoezelen Room. The initial stage of observation is identifyingthe space function and activity conducted by the space user and the layout of the furniture.After the data was collected, it requires an analysis of the person who performs theactivity. The research took the intervention class as a sample of the research, whichcomprised of Kelas Awan (Cloud Class) and Kelas Pelangi (Rainbow Class). The ages in thisclass range 5-11 years old, 28 children. Due to the children have different ages, the averageage is taken to determine the calculation of anthropometry for autistic children. Thus, eightyears old is the average age used as a standard of anthropometry calculation of the autisticchildren.The next stage is the analysis on the autistic children's activity using behavioralmapping method, namely person-centered mapping, place centered mapping, and physicaltrace. Person-Centered mapping aims to determine the pattern and kinds of activity of theautistic children during therapy activity. Place centered mapping is aimed to find out theconformity of the space and layout of the furniture. Physical traces are used to determinethe physical trace of the autistic children when they are in the therapy room.After discovering activities performed by the autistic children, it can be used torecognize motion space of the autistic children. The motion space of autistic children was

Therapy Room
Analysis of Motion Space Existing Condition

Space Width
(m2)

Motion Space
per Child (m2)

Space Width
(m2)

Motion Space
per Child (m2)R. 1 on 1* 39 39 4.72 4.72R. 1 on 2* 52 26 4.44 2.22Grouping Room* 84.37 21.09 23.6 5.9Motoric Room 1st Floor* 50.47 25.24 21.55 5.39Motoric Room 2nd Floor* 46.43 11.61 46.08 11.52Self-Building Room* 37.94 9.49 22.49 5.62Playground on 1st Floor* 31.79 7.95 23.22 5.81Playground on 2nd Floor 22.88 5.72 50.58 12.64Snoezelen Room* 41.12 10.28 11.23 2.81
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obtained from observation on the position of the basic motion in the research location. Theposition of basic motion is divided into static motion (non-locomotors) and dynamicmotion (locomotors). The measurement of anthropometry on autistic children is differentfrom normal children. Based on the previous research, the autistic children grow fasterthan normal children. Following the results of observation and measurement, the averageheight of autistic children, eight years old, is 130 cm.The width of motion space for autistic children was derived from the position ofstatic and dynamic motions during therapy activity. In calculating the motion space of theautistic children, there are four zones, namely personal space, safe zone, activity zone, andcirculation zone. Following the previous research, the personal space of the autisticchildren in this research is 45 cm. In this distance or spacing, the autistic children will feelcomfortable during therapy activity. The activity zone is the zone where the autisticchildren perform their activities. The circulation zone is an area for their movement duringthe activity, 35 cm. This distance is taken from the wider body frontage width of the adult.The safe zone is 10 cm in order to avoid the autistic children hitting the wall in the therapyroom. The result of the research indicated that the space width at the Autism TreatmentCenter in Malang has not conformed to the need for motion space for autistic children.Width of the motion space has not fulfilled the anthropometry calculation for the autisticchildren and activity during the therapy. Thus, it makes the therapy process has not runoptimally.
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